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Ketchikan Gateway Borough

Introduction
Ketchikan Gateway Borough developed this Zero-Emission Fleet Transition Plan to meet the
requirements of 49 U.S.C. 5339(c)(3)(D) for applicants to the FY2022 Low or No Emission Grant
Program (Low-No). This fleet transition plan was developed specifically for this application and
includes reference to the project requesting FY22 funding.

The plan is divided into six sections, addressing each of the following elements outlined by Federal
Transit Administration (FTA):
1. Fleet Assessment: Demonstrate a long-term fleet management plan with a strategy for
how the applicant intends to use the current request for resources and future acquisitions.

2. Funding Needs Assessment: Address the availability of current and future resources to
meet costs for the transition and implementation.
3. Policy Assessment: Consider policy and legislation impacting relevant technologies.

4. Facilities Assessment: Include an evaluation of existing and future facilities and their
relationship to the technology transition.

5. Partnership Assessment: Describe the partnership of the applicant with the utility or
alternative fuel provider.
6. Workforce Analysis: Examine the impact of the transition on the applicant's current
workforce by identifying skill gaps, training needs, and retraining needs of the existing
workers of the applicant to operate and maintain zero-emission vehicles and related
infrastructure and avoid displacement of the existing workforce.

Element 1: Fleet Assessment
Fleet Assessment Overview

The Fleet Assessment determines a projected timeline for replacing existing buses with zeroemission buses (ZEB) that stays consistent with Ketchikan’s current fleet replacement plan. This
assessment also includes a projection of vehicle capital costs over the transition timeline.

Ketchikan’s public transit fleet currently consists of four 29’ and five 35’ low floor diesel buses
manufactured by GILLIG between 2008 and 2018. In addition to the transit buses, the public transit
system operates paratransit and a seasonal summer shuttle around the downtown core.
The acquisition of three battery electric buses will give Ketchikan the experience and expertise
needed to ensure a successful transition to 100% electric operation in the early 2030s when its
diesel fleet is expected to reach the end of its useful life.
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Ketchikan is currently expanding its fleet and doubling the frequency for its public fixed-route
service to provide a more responsive rider experience. The expansion will see bus service being
offered on the half-hour instead of the currently hourly service. The expansion, as well as the need
to replace one existing bus manufactured in 2008, offers the opportunity to begin electrification of
existing routes.

The first step in the Fleet Assessment is determining the schedule for replacing Ketchikan’s current
fleet with ZEBs. For the purpose of the FY22 Low-No application and based on Ketchikan’s goals
and current fleet replacement plan, Ketchikan developed the following Annual ZEB Purchase
Schedule presented below in Table 1.
Table 1: Annual ZEB Purchase Schedule

In this schedule, a vehicle is replaced with a battery electric vehicle if the replacement vehicle has
come to the end of its useful life.

Based on the Annual ZEB Purchase Schedule, Ketchikan will be replacing all retiring buses with BEB
starting in 2024. After this time, Ketchikan intends for all remaining procurements to be ZEBs until
their fleet is fully transitioned. Ketchikan’s FY22 Low-No project is reflected in the 2024
procurement year and includes one bus for replacement and two buses for expanded service.
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0%
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0%

0%

0%

100%

0%
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Key Results
Figure 1 shows Ketchikan’s projected purchases by year including the number and type of bus
propulsion through 2040 and includes a procurement of 5 diesel buses that is already underway.
The proposed FY22 Low-No project is reflected in Figure 1, with Ketchikan procuring three battery
electric buses in 2024.
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Figure 1 – Projected Bus Purchases

Figure 2 depicts Ketchikan’s proposed annual fleet composition through 2040 as it phases out
previous vehicle propulsion technologies for ZEBs. By 2031, the agency’s fleet is 100% ZEBs.

Cost Assumptions

Figure 2 – Annual Fleet Composition

Key assumptions for vehicle costs for the Zero-Emission Fleet Transition Plan are as follows:
•

•
•
•

Vehicle costs are based on the agency’s most recent procurement price for standard vehicle
propulsion technologies and industry averages for zero-emission technologies;
Vehicle costs are inclusive of estimates for configurable options and taxes;
Vehicle cost includes estimate for extended battery warranty, allowing for a mid-life battery
replacement;
Vehicle costs do not include inflation.
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Figure 3 shows the annual capital costs for vehicles purchased in a given year through 2040. The
estimated total cost for vehicles over the designated transition period is $19,435,000. Costs are
incurred from the annual ZEB purchases laid out in the fleet replacement plan.

Figure 3 – Annual Capital Costs

Conclusion
Ketchikan is expected to reach transition to a zero-emission fleet by 2031. The expected total
capital cost of vehicles for the transition to a ZEB fleet is estimated at $19,435,000.

Element 2: Funding Needs Assessment
Funding Assessment Overview

Ketchikan allocates funds based on an established procurement timeline determined by the useful
life of its buses. Transitioning to a zero-emission bus fleet increases overall fleet costs because of
the incremental cost of zero-emission buses, the installation of new infrastructure, and required
modifications to maintenance facilities. The current market cost of zero-emission buses is between
$750,000 and $1,200,000, which is approximately $250,000 to $700,000 more expensive than
diesel buses. Additionally, the necessary infrastructure to support these zero-emission buses adds
to the financial burden of transitioning to a zero-emission fleet.
For the purposes of the Zero-Emission Fleet Transition Plan, vehicle costs and infrastructure costs
are assessed individually in the Fleet and Facilities Assessments. The results of those cost
assessments are compiled here as total costs and then compared to Ketchikan’s budget to better
understand funding gaps and needs.
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Ketchikan Funding Needs
Over the course of the transition period, Ketchikan plans to transition the full 13 bus fleet to battery
electric buses and to install 18 depot chargers and 16 plug-in dispensers, and upgrade utility
service by 2MW.
To achieve these goals and move towards a successful deployment of zero-emission buses,
Ketchikan projects will require $21,745,000 in funding to cover the procurement of vehicles and
infrastructure during the transition time period. This cost estimate includes the necessary costs for
the transition, as determined via the cost analyses completed for the Fleet and Facilities
Assessments.

Available Funding Resources & Resulting Funding Shortfalls

The public transit system in Ketchikan is a department of the Ketchikan Gateway Borough. NonFederal funding for transit is derived from collected fares, Borough general funds from sales and
property tax, and the tourism-based Commercial Passenger Vehicle Tax Fund. Large purchases for
fleet replacement, equipment, and infrastructure are considered through the Borough’s Capital
Improvements Projects (CIP) process. Transit projects considered in the CIP have been previously
funded through a combination of Federal grants and matching non-Federal-source funds derived
from the Borough general fund and Commercial Passenger Vehicle Tax Fund.

Based on the funding needs identified above and an assessment of Ketchikan’s current projections,
Ketchikan must identify resources that can cover this funding gap. Traditional formula funding will
provide support for the transition to a zero-emission fleet (e.g., using formula funds to cover the
base price of a zero-emission bus and applying for Low-No funds for the incremental cost
difference), but it is likely Ketchikan will require additional funding to offset the higher costs
associated with zero-emission technology.
Ketchikan is prepared to pursue funding opportunities at the federal, state, and local level, as
necessary and as available.
Federal Funding sources Ketchikan is considering include:
•

•

•
•

United States Department of Transportation (USDOT)
o Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity
(RAISE) discretionary grant program
Federal Transportation Administration (FTA)
o Bus and Bus Facilities Discretionary Grant
o Low-or No-Emission Vehicle Grant
o Metropolitan & Statewide Planning and Non-Metropolitan Transportation Planning
o State of Good Repair Grants
o Flexible Funding Program – Surface Transportation Block Grant Program
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
o Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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Environmental Justice Collaborative Program-Solving Cooperative Agreement
Program
Ketchikan notes however that no money is currently readily applicable or readily accessible in the
above list. Ketchikan’s usual funding mechanisms through the CIP process are ad hoc, vary year to
year, and may or may not be capable of meeting increased funding requirements for electrification
of buses and associated infrastructure. Additionally, no source of extra money though the local
budgeting process currently exists to support any increased operational expenses, should the
transition require additional.
o

Element 3: Policy Assessment
Policy Assessment Overview

Policies and regulations supporting the transition to zero-emission are proliferating as the efforts
to decarbonize the transportation sector expand. Ketchikan is monitoring the implementation of
relevant policies and legislation. While relevant funding programs are considered in the Funding
Needs Assessment above, policies and regulations that direct aspects of zero-emission transit
deployments beyond funding are considered in this section. Ketchikan will thoroughly assess all
relevant policies and legislation throughout the fleet transition.

Alignment with Federal Priorities and Policies

With the passage of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law and Executive Order 14008: Tackling the
Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad, the federal government has set a renewed focus on zeroemission transit. Ketchikan’s goal to deploy 13 BEBs supports the federal administration priorities
of safety, modernization, climate, and equity for public transportation.

The Low-No Grant Program and other future Federal funding opportunities area huge opportunity
for Ketchikan to begin electrifying its public transit fleet. The move to electric will not only reduce
emissions, but make the transit system more energy secure—increasing use of local hydropower,
supporting good-paying unionized electric utility workers, and decreasing dependence on imported
fuels. Reducing use of imported fuels not only reduces the emissions from bus operation, but
eliminates the portion of emissions attributable to fuel importation. With Ketchikan’s stable and
low electricity rates, the move offers fuel cost savings and reduced variability in fuel costs. For
transit riders and community members, the electric buses offer a quieter and smoother ride with no
exhaust fumes. Additionally modernization of Ketchikan’s fleet will reduce maintenance backlog
and promote equity by investing in small rural public transit operators who historically have not
had access to electrification technologies in the same way as urban mass transit operators.

Alaska Policies & Goals

Alaska Statue 44.99.115 titled “Declaration of state energy policy” states:
Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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The State of Alaska recognizes that the state's economic prosperity is dependent on available, reliable,
and affordable residential, commercial, and industrial energy to supply the state's electric, heating,
and transportation needs. The state also recognizes that worldwide supply and demand for fossil fuels
and concerns about global climate change will affect the price of fossil fuels consumed by Alaskans and
exported from the state to other markets. In establishing a state energy policy, the state further
recognizes the immense diversity of the state's geography, cultures, and resource availability.
Therefore, it is the policy of the state to…
(2) encourage economic development by … (E) promoting the efficiency of energy used for
transportation; …
(3) support energy research, education, and workforce development by investing in
(A) training and education programs that will help create jobs for Alaskans and that
address energy conservation, efficiency, and availability, including programs that
address workforce development and workforce transition; and

Alaska Statue 44.42.020. Powers and duties.
(a) The department [of transportation] shall …

(11) supervise and maintain all state automotive and mechanical equipment, aircraft, and
vessels, except vessels and aircraft used by the Department of Fish and Game or the Department of
Public Safety; for state vehicles maintained by the department, the department shall, every five
years, evaluate the cost, efficiency, and commercial availability of alternative fuels for automotive
purposes, and the purpose for which the vehicles are intended to be used, and convert vehicles to
use alternative fuels or purchase energy efficient vehicles whenever practicable; the department
may participate in joint ventures with public or private partners that will foster the availability of
alternative fuels for all automotive fuel consumers

Support for Local Policy Goals

The decision to electrify the Ketchikan public transit fleet will support local energy security and
improve operating economics. There is no current policy or legislation that would restrict or
inhibit adoption of battery electric buses.

Element 4: Facilities Assessment
Facilities Assessment Projects

The following section introduces the timeline and cost estimates for the infrastructure associated
with Ketchikan’s transition to battery electric buses.
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Ketchikan’s Current Facilities
The Transit Department is currently located on Copper Ridge Lane in Ketchikan. The building
accommodates administrative and maintenance functions and is located next to a key bus stop, the
public library. The current facility is not set up to accommodate fleet electrification and does not
have any existing charging infrastructure. While no new facilities are imminent or underway,
expansion of the existing facility or a move to another larger facility at another site is in discussion.
Transit has met with the local utility, Ketchikan Public Utilities, and determined that sufficient
power is readily available to accommodate fleet electrification at its existing facility and at the other
sites under consideration.

Battery Electric Bus Facilities Assessment Overview

Scaling to a fleetwide battery electric bus deployment requires substantial infrastructure upgrades
and a significantly different approach to charging compared to smaller deployments. With initial
deployments, charging requirements are met relatively easily with a limited number of plug-in
pedestal chargers and minimal infrastructure investment.
Full fleet deployments of battery electric buses, however, require installation of a significant
number of charging stations and improvements to existing electrical infrastructure. These
improvements may include upgrades to switchgear or service connections. Planning and design
work, including development of detailed electrical and construction drawings required for
permitting, is also necessary once specific charging equipment has been selected.

To determine the installation timeline and costs for charging equipment, this assessment breaks the
infrastructure scope of work into three key project types: planning, power upgrades, and charging
equipment (charger and dispensers) installation. Estimated costs associated with each project type
are included in Table 2.
Table 2 – Battery Electric Bus Infrastructure Project Cost Assumptions

Project

Estimate
Metrics

Cost Estimate

Source

Infrastructure
Planning

Infrastructure
Design and
Planning

$200k per project

Engineer’s estimate

Charging
Installation
Projects

Charging
Equipment &
Installation

Variable ($200k-$400k)
per project dependent on
capacity added

$132k per 150 kW charger

Engineer’s estimate, includes
20% contingency

Power Upgrade
Projects

Design,
Construction, &
Equipment

Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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Key assumptions applied in the agency’s Facilities Assessment are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

One plug-in dispenser per bus;

Two buses per 150 kW charger;

Two charge windows, i.e., no more than half the buses charge at any given moment;

Incremental power requirements are met over time. Power upgrades are consolidated to
occur in selected years, in accordance with the required demand; and

Dispenser capacity to serve 125% of the fleet at a time; no movement of buses overnight.
Any spare dispensers will accommodate maintenance or equipment failure.

Battery Electric Bus Infrastructure Cost Summary

Figure 4 summarizes all costs for charging infrastructure for Ketchikan’s transition to a battery
electric bus fleet. The estimated total infrastructure costs are approximately $2,310,000. This total
cost includes power upgrade projects, charger and dispenser installations, planning projects,
design-engineering costs, and a 20% contingency on all costs.

Figure 4 - Depot Only Annual Costs, Infrastructure

The total number of each infrastructure type included in this cost analysis is included in Table 3.
Table 3: Infrastructure Summary

Infrastructure Element

Total Quantity Required (2022 – 2040)

Planning and Design

1

Chargers

8

Dispensers

16

Added Service Capacity

Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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Element 5: Partnership Assessment
Battery Electric Bus Partnership
Establishing and maintaining a partnership with the local electric utility is critical to successfully
deploying zero-emission vehicles and maintaining operations. The local utility provider is
Ketchikan Public Utilities (KPU). KPU is a municipally-owned, not for profit public utilities
company. KPU’s mission as stated on its website is to safely and reliably provide affordable
renewable energy to the communities of Ketchikan and Saxman. Rates and rate changes are all
proposed and voted on by the City Council.
Ketchikan Transit has met with the local utility, Ketchikan Public Utilities, and determined that
sufficient power is readily available to accommodate fleet electrification.

Transit has compared the cost of existing electricity rates to the current and historical cost of diesel.
KPU’s rates under which an electric bus would operate are currently billed at $0.1039/kWh and
$3.37/kW in excess of 25 kW. KPU ratepayers enjoy a lower-than-national-average demand charge
of $3.37/kW, which reduces one common barrier—demand charges—to fleet electrification.

Ketchikan Transit recognizes KPU as a critical partner in electrification and a supporter of
Ketchikan Transit’s fleet electrification.

Element 6: Workforce Analysis

Ketchikan Gateway Borough, located in Ketchikan, Alaska, operates a fleet of 9 buses, which will
soon be expanded to 13. The agency is a leader in transitioning to battery electric buses and has
been committed to transition to 100% electric by early in the 2030s. In order to support electric
bus operations at this scale, Ketchikan has identified opportunities ensure the current and future
workforce is prepared to manage its full fleet of electric buses. This Workforce Development Plan
focuses on electric bus operations and maintenance.

In alignment with FTA’s requirements under the Workforce Development for the 2022 Low No
program, Ketchikan will build a workforce training program in consultation with labor
representatives, and determine how to best reskill and upskill the current workforce to meet the
needs of Ketchikan’s future operational and maintenance needs.

Workforce Analysis Overview

Developing and training the workforce required to operate and maintain zero-emission buses
requires significant investment and planning. Ketchikan is experienced in recruiting, hiring,
training, and integrating new staff to ensure that employees are qualified to provide quality
services to our riders. The level of training that Ketchikan staff engage in upon hiring is dependent
upon their level of experience at that time. Ketchikan recognizes that a trained workforce to
maintain battery electric bus and charging infrastructure is not readily available and the transit
industry must address the shortage of technicians and mechanics together.
Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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Ketchikan plans to develop and maintain qualified staff by hiring qualified new staff and retraining
existing staff who have previously worked with internal combustion engine (ICE) systems.
Meaningful investment is required to upskill maintenance staff and bus operators that were
originally trained in diesel vehicle maintenance and fossil fuel fueling infrastructure. Transitioning
to zero-emission vehicles is a paradigm shift for all aspects of transit operations including but not
limited to scheduling, maintenance, and yard operations. Ketchikan’s workforce development
activities will address the identified skills and tools needed for each relevant team.

Identified Training Needs

Several training needs have been identified by Ketchikan staff in order to support their transition to
a 100% electric fleet. Ketchikan is committed to ensuring new training and technologies do not
displace current workers and has placed a priority on training existing staff as well as developing
an apprenticeship program. The identified training needs are anticipated to evolve as Ketchikan’s
fleet expands. As such, the following training plans are intended to provide a framework.
1) Vendor training from GILLIG and charging infrastructure manufacturers
Ketchikan plans to take advantage of trainings from the bus manufacturers and
infrastructure suppliers, including maintenance and operations training, maintenance
and safety, first responder training, and other trainings that may be offered by the
providers. OEM trainings provide critical information on operations and maintenance
aspects specific to the equipment model procured. Ketchikan training staff will work
closely with the OEMs providing vehicles to ensure all mechanics, service employees,
and bus operators complete necessary training prior to deploying BEB technology.
Ketchikan staff will also be able to bring up any issues or questions they may have about
their training with their trainers. Additionally, trainers will observe classes periodically
to determine if any staff would benefit from further training.
2) ZEB tools
The following tools have been identified as top needs to support the operation of
battery electric buses.
o Specialty diagnostic tools for the GILLIG battery electric buses; high-voltage
safety equipment such as rubber gloves, insulating mats, and other specialty
PPE; insulated hand tools; electrical and electronic testing equipment such as
insulation resistance testers.
3) Retraining/refresher training courses
Ketchikan Transit will need to develop work procedures for ensuring safe working
conditions during maintenance or repair of high-voltage equipment. Ketchikan
Transit’s employees will need to be trained and refreshed on a regular basis to ensure
compliance with all state and federal worker safety laws (e.g. OSHA 1910 and 1926).
4) Training from other transit agencies
Ketchikan Transit is aware of trainings offered in partnership with other transit
agencies. For example: Sun Line Transit Agency, which provides service to the
Coachella Valley and hosts the West Coast Center of Excellence in Zero Emission
Technology (CoEZET). The Center of Excellence supports transit agency adoption, zero-
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emission commercialization and investment in workforce training. Similarly, AC Transit
offers training courses covering hybrid and zero-emission technologies through their
ZEB University program. Ketchikan plans to take advantage of such trainings where
appropriate and cost effective. Ketchikan also expects that other transit agencies in
Southeast Alaska will also need similar trainings and that partnering with local agencies
to split costs will be a cost effective solution to lowering the cost of training.
National Transit Institute/Other Online or Classroom-based training
Ketchikan will explore classes offered by the National Transit Institute as well as other
Online- or Classroom-based trainings to advance its workforce training goals. Online
courses which can be completed in the course of a normal days work offer a costeffective solution that avoids expensive out-of-state travel and interruption to normal
transit operations. Ketchikan recognizes that online or remote learning is effective and
normal and typical in the industry where the majority of the initial certification process
is online and followed up by a week or two of on-site hands-on training to complete the
certification process, e.g. Nissan’s electric vehicle mechanics certification.
5) Local Partnerships and Collaborations
University of Alaska is currently exploring development of electric vehicle curriculum to
train the next generation of automotive technicians. Ketchikan Transit will follow
developments by local educational and workforce training institutions and participate
where appropriate.
6) Professional Associations
Ketchikan is a member of the Community Transit Association of America (CTAA), the
American Public Transit Association (APTA) and the Alaska Mobility Coalition (AMC).
Ketchikan will consider any training opportunities offered through these agencies as
well as through the National Transit Institute and Alaska DOT, and participate where
appropriate.

Resources and Strategies to Meet Identified Needs

In order to incorporate the above training needs, Ketchikan envisions using following resources
and strategies. To achieve these goals and ensure a successful deployment of zero-emission buses,
Ketchikan will require approximately $600,000 in funding between 2024 and 2032 to implement
the workforce development initiatives identified. FY2022 Low-No funding for workforce
development of $270,000 will be a large initial contribution to kick-start the initiatives.
Additionally the initial funding will ensure the workforce development plan can be implemented in
parallel with deployment of vehicles and infrastructure for maximum benefit.
Table 4: Training Resources

Training Resource/Strategy

FY2022 Low-No Budget

Bus OEM Operator, Maintenance, First Responder Training

$70,000

PPE, Tools, and Equipment

$100,000

Infrastructure Training

NTI/Other Online/Classroom-based Training

Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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Workforce Development Timeline
Demand for skilled and experienced workers will increase rapidly as new clean transportation
policies and programs take effect and as numerous agencies begin fleet transitions. Aligning
workforce development activities with the fleet transition timeline ensures that a qualified
workforce is ready and available to support a successful deployment. Based on Ketchikan’s fleet
transition plan of becoming 100% electric by 2031, Figure 2 shows the anticipated progression. In
2024 with the initial purchase of 3 buses Ketchikan will be 23% electrified; 2025, 30%; 2029, 70%;
2031, 100%.

To deploy the battery electric buses mechanics and operators will need to be trained. For initial
deployment in 2024, training requirements will be at least 1 mechanic and all operators. For future
years and due to normal turnover, training will need to reoccur on an as-needed basis, either by
calendar or by employee. By 2025 the goal is to have at least 2 mechanics fully trained and/or
certified on electric bus maintenance and repair. By 2030 the goal is to have all mechanics fully
trained. From 2030 onward, the normal mechanic or operator hire requirements will be (or by the
end of an initial hire probationary period) to have the appropriate training, experience, or
certifications. Workforce development is an ongoing process, Ketchikan will continue to offer onthe-job training and education as necessary to attract and hire from its limited remote-Alaskan
labor pool.
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